- Productivity: 90 SPM (stroke/minutes)
- Modular change-over for different devices
- Diamond coating for all forming parts
  
- Longer lifetime, lessen solder build-up & better forming quality
- Compact machine size
- High uptime & high reliability
- Supreme HANMI vision inspection system
  
  1st vision: leadframe orientation, package type,
  lead count, lead damage, incomplete mold,
  bend lead, uncut dambar
  
  2nd vision: lead count, lead width, lead skew,
  lead span, lead pitch, terminal dimension

- User friendly interface with window base system & SP

MICRO CAM PRESS TRIM & FORM
  
- High productivity: 120 SPM
- Reel loading & bulk off-loading
- Suitable for small size package

INLINE SYSTEM
  
- Form + strip test + singulation + sorting inline
  (Optional: trim, dispensing, making, etc)

INLINE SYSTEM
  
- Trim + Laser Marking